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Though Australia experienced strong growth in the first half of 2016,
the medium-term growth outlook is worrying because of impending
domestic and external risks. The government might have to concentrate on longer-term plans to ensure sustainable growth.

Australia
Shifting the dial toward the long term
By Dr. Rumki Majumdar

A

Domestic risks edging up

USTRALIA witnessed strong economic
growth (3.1 percent year over year) in the
first half of 2016 owing to the recovery in
commodity prices; increased government spending
on infrastructure; reduced cost of credit, thanks to
the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), for easy monetary policy; and China’s renewed stimulus to prop
up construction activities.1 While all these factors
have played out favorably so far, and might even
continue to support growth in the short term, the
medium-term growth outlook is worrying because
of impending domestic and external risks. In other
words, Australia has to focus on factors that enable
sustainable long-term growth, possibly by restructuring its economy.

Nonmining sectors lack momentum: Mining
activities have continued to fall, with investment
in the sector declining from its peak of 9.0 percent of GDP in 2012–13 to 4.5 percent in 2015–16.2
According to a Deloitte Access Economics report,
the steepest fall in this sector’s business investment is likely to happen over the next 18 months,
which implies that Australia has to look elsewhere
for growth.3 However, despite a strong pick-up,
investment in the nonmining sector has only partly
offset the lacunae created by falling mining investment. Recent monthly data, such as the industrial
production index and performance management
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Excess easing of monetary policy: The RBA
has done a remarkable job of supporting growth,
especially during the years of the global financial
crisis. Prudent monetary policies are partly the
reason why Australia has not experienced a recession since the 1990s. The RBA steadily decreased
the cash rate (policy interest rate) over the years
to offer support to the Australian economy. However, at the same time, low credit costs have been
pumping up household leverages and real estate
prices, which are already 22.0 percent overvalued
per Deloitte estimates.5 Lower interest rates have
resulted in excess construction of houses, which
are then sold to households that are struggling to
finance these purchases.

index (PMI), indicate a soft patch in the industrial
and manufacturing sector. Australia’s PMI has been
swaying close to contractionary territory (below 50)
in the past three months, which does not bode well
for the economy as it tries to transition away from
mining.4
“Lowflation” a concern: Australia’s inflation
peaked almost a decade ago, and prices have been
steadily falling since. Low inflation has hurt corporate profitability and, thereby, business investment.
Several factors such as restrained wage growth,
heightened competition in product markets, and
the depreciation in China’s domestic currency have
contributed to low inflation. Moreover, inflation
expectations have been falling, which may be influencing price- and wage-setting behavior.

External challenges have
not lessened

Stagnant wages: In Australia, wages are the single largest component of the national income, and
annual wage growth slipped to record-low levels in
October 2016. Falling workforce participation and
underemployment are resulting in slowing wage
growth. While the unemployment and job creation
rates have been steady, the trend in job growth has
been firmly toward part time rather than full time.
This has limited wage growth in several sectors of the
economy. With aging demographics, it is expected
that the downward pressure on wages is likely to stay.
Stagnant wages have weighed on household spending and will likely restrain national income growth.

Exports (of liquefied natural gas and iron ore), which
have buttressed growth lately, face risks from weaker growth and rising trade protectionism among
Australia’s major trading partners. Specifically, increasing uncertainties due to the Brexit referendum
and US elections, and high liquidity due to several
advanced nations’ unconventional monetary policies
may have severe trade implications for Australia in
the long term.6
Clearly, policies with respect to trade, climate, and
foreign relations and investments will likely change
in the United States and the United Kingdom and
will impact the global economy. This offers China
an opportunity to accelerate its effort to pursue
new trade relations in the Asia-Pacific region. Amid
growing concerns that the US-led Trans-Pacific
Partnership agreement will definitely not be implemented with Donald Trump’s election, Australia may
benefit from China’s increasing presence in trade in
the region. According to Deloitte Access Economics,
trade-related developments and geopolitical uncertainties may be net negative for Australia. However,
the pace of these and their impact are expected to be
slower and smaller.7

Noncommodity trade: Commodities are the biggest export component, and a third of Australia’s
exports go to China. Consequently, the economy
has been highly vulnerable to commodity price fluctuations (and, thereby, terms of trade) as well as to
China’s economic activity. For instance, exports in
Australia picked up in 2016 because of increasing
iron ore prices and rising demand for iron ore as construction in China revived. However, risks associated
with both these factors are higher in the medium
term, and the Australian economy continues to
feel the adverse impact of excessive dependence on
commodity exports to China. Lately, Australia has
improved services exports from its southeast region
and is diversifying the country’s trade basket. However, services still account for less than a quarter of
total exports.

Finally, increasing global liquidity has resulted
in a steady appreciation of the Australian dollar.
Australia has been mostly a bystander in global
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few years. The government might have to concentrate on longer-term plans, especially in propping up
nonmining sector investment and trade, to ensure
sustainable growth.

currency wars, which has resulted in an overvaluation of the domestic currency, impacting export
competitiveness and revenues. With rising trade
protection among trading nations, Australia’s exchange rate may suffer further.
The risks indicate that Australia might, perhaps, fall
shy of the federal government’s forecast over the next
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Bank Indonesia has cut interest rates six times this year; but now, it is
likely to keep them unchanged until early 2017, given that the volatility in financial markets is not likely to die down soon, at least not until
there is more clarity on the Fed’s interest rate path and the new US
administration’s economic agenda.

Indonesia
Central bank on the move
By Akrur Barua

O

BI will likely hold its easing
spree until Q1 2017

N November 22, Bank Indonesia (BI) announced that it would ease reserve requirement rules for banks from 2017 to reduce
volatility in money markets.1 BI’s latest move comes
on the heels of six rate cuts this year to stimulate the
economy. With GDP growth hovering around 5.0
percent—much below President Joko Widodo’s 7.0
percent target—and the government’s fiscal push
losing steam, BI has increasingly taken on the mantle of aiding economic activity. Unfortunately, the
central bank has not been able to push up lending by
much, with lenders not yet passing on the rate cuts
proportionately to borrowers. BI is hoping that this
scenario will change and both consumers and businesses ramp up borrowing. The latter, in particular,
will aid investments, a key to long-term growth.

In October, BI cut its policy rate—the reverse repo
rate—for the sixth time this year by 25 basis points
to 4.75 percent. BI’s easing spree has been facilitated
by a drop in inflation, which is now tending toward
the lower end of the central bank’s 3–5 percent
range. The easing spree appears well timed, given
the current bout of currency weakening post the
US presidential election on November 8. Between
November 8 and November 21, the Indonesian rupiah has fallen by about 2.5 percent against the US
dollar, reversing half of its gains since the beginning
of the year (figure 1).2
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Figure 1. The rupiah has weakened against the US dollar since November 8
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Source: Deloitte analysis.

It is not only external conditions that will force BI to
adopt a wait-and-watch approach. The central bank
would ideally want to observe the impact of its six
rate cuts. Banks, for example, have not cut lending
rates proportionately.4 Bank credit, as a result, has
not gone up as desired. In September, for example,
total credit by commercial banks went up 6.4 percent year over year, the slowest in about seven years.
Also, banks have been wary about rising bad debt.
The share of nonperforming loans in the total credit
has been going up since December 2013, and was 3.1
percent in September (figure 2). The supply side of
bank credit is therefore facing headwinds not likely
to go away soon.

The rupiah, of course, is not alone; a host of other
Asian currencies witnessed losses in recent days.
While uncertainty related to the new US administration’s policies is one factor weighing on global
markets, a rise in bond yields and inflation expectations in the United States has set the stage
for a rate hike by the US Federal Reserve (Fed) in
December. As a result, there has been a sharp outflow of capital from emerging markets, including
Indonesia. According to Bloomberg, foreign investors sold about $1 billion of Indonesian debt and
$444.2 million in domestic equities between November 8 and 19, 2016.3
The volatility in financial markets is not likely to
die down soon, at least not until there is more clarity on the Fed’s interest rate path and the new US
administration’s economic agenda. BI will hence be
more wary of cutting rates in the near term, even as
it keeps track of the weakness of the rupiah and its
indirect impact on inflation—the central bank has
already intervened in the currency markets to stem
the rupiah’s slide. As it did in its latest policy meet
in November, BI is likely to keep interest rates unchanged until early 2017.

GDP growth not pushing
far beyond 5.0 percent
In Q3, the economy grew by 5.0 percent year over
year, marginally lower than the 5.2 percent rise in
Q2. Private consumption continues to be the key
growth driver, with household spending rising 5.0
percent. Investments, however, disappointed in Q3,
with growth in gross fixed capital formation slowing
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Figure 2. Loan growth has slowed while non-performing loans are going up
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Source: Deloitte analysis.

Part of this is likely related to a drop in government
spending (-3.0 percent) in the quarter, with the
construction of many key projects suffering delays.5

to 4.1 percent from 5.1 percent in the previous quarter. While investment in buildings remains healthy,
spending on machinery and equipment fell by 6.8
percent, the third consecutive quarter of decline.

Figure 3. Mining growth turned positive for the ﬁrst time in seven quarters in Q3
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consumption due to real income gains. Headline
inflation was 3.3 percent year over year in October,
about 3 percentage points lower than a year before.
No wonder, then, that consumers are upbeat, with
consumer confidence in October rising to its highest
level since March 2015.6

Exports continue to be Indonesia’s Achilles’ heel,
with the sector contracting for the eighth straight
quarter in Q3. Slowing growth in key markets, especially China, and weak commodity prices have
weighed on Indonesia’s exports in the past two
years. In Q3, for example, oil and gas exports contracted by 8.2 percent. However, a rise in hard
metal prices helped the mining sector post a small
expansion in Q3 (0.1 percent), the first rise in seven
quarters. Coal mining activity, however, continued
to remain subdued (figure 3).

Support from consumers will come in handy for a
government that has had to cut spending in order to
keep the fiscal deficit in check. The government will,
however, find new inflows of funds from a tax amnesty law passed in July; in the first of three phases
of the amnesty that ended in September, the government collected about $7.5 billion, amounting to 58.9
percent of the intended target.7 Improvement in fiscal management could aid the government’s bid for
a movement from junk rating to investment grade.
If this is coupled with a rise in the ease of doing
business—Indonesia moved up 15 positions in the
World Bank’s latest rankings—it will add to positive
sentiment about the economy.8 Global investors will
definitely be waiting and watching with interest.

Consumers to the rescue
Consumers will continue to be the flagbearers of
the economy in the near term. Household spending growth has averaged 5.0 percent this year, in
line with trends in 2014 and 2015. Consumers have
benefitted from a healthy labor market—unemployment (non-seasonally adjusted) was 5.6 percent
in Q3, lower than a year ago—and easy monetary
policy. Slowing inflation will also aid household
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Singapore is banking on technology, innovation, and skill development to build its future economy. But weak productivity growth, a
rapidly ageing population, and slowing global trade could prove to be
a hurdle.

Singapore
Plans for a future economy face challenges
By Lester Gunnion

F

Growth slows, services
sector slumps

ACED with slowing economic growth, Singapore is revamping its economy toward value
creation an higher value addition to sustain
economic growth in the future. Technology, innovation, and skill development are at the heart of theis
economic transition. The “internationalization” of
Singapore’s enterprises and capabilities is likely to
play a pivotal role, too. We take a closer look at how
technology, innovation, and related policy are driving transformation in the domestic economy as well
as the domestic challenges to Singapore’s economic
aspirations. We also look at the external environment for global trade, particularly the threat from
protectionism to Singapore’s small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) and to Singapore’s status as a global trade entrepot. It is evident that the
country’s plans for a “future economy” are likely to
face challenges that are both internal and external.

GDP growth slowed to 1.1 percent year over year in
Q3 2016 from 2.1 percent in the previous quarter
(figure 1). In the year until Q3, the economy grew
1.6 percent from a year ago. A quarter-over-quarter
annualized measure reveals a bleaker picture—Singapore recorded growth of 0.1 percent in Q1 and Q2,
and shrank by 2.0 percent in Q3.1
The goods-producing sector contributed 0.3 percent to the 1.1 percent growth in GDP in Q3, driven
mainly by the manufacturing sector, which contributed 0.2 percent (figure 1). In Q3, manufacturing
grew 1.2 percent from a year ago in Q3, supported by
growth in the electronics and precision engineering
clusters. The electronics cluster grew 15.0 percent,
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Figure 1. Percentage contribution to growth in real GDP
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of motor vehicles sold. However, excluding motor
vehicles sales, retail sales volume declined by 4.2
percent in Q3. Retail sales value excluding motor
vehicles declined for the fourth straight quarter,
reflecting weak domestic demand. Finance and insurance contracted 0.7 percent in Q3, reversing an
expansion of 0.7 percent in the previous quarter.
The contraction in Q3 was primarily due to weak
offshore lending, particularly to East Asia (lending
contracted 18.2 percent). Demand for trade finance
also remained tepid.3

supported by higher global demand for semiconductors. The precision engineering cluster grew 3.6
percent, fueled by an increase in the production of
semiconductor-related equipment stemming from
improved global demand for semiconductors. However, manufacturing grew just 0.3 percent from a
year ago on a year-to-Q3 basis, revealing weak overall performance in 2016.2
The services sector did not contribute to overall growth in Q3. In fact, the wholesale and retail
trade sector subtracted 0.3 percent from overall
GDP growth, while the finance and insurance sector subtracted 0.1 percent (figure 1). Wholesale and
retail trade contracted 1.6 percent from a year ago.
In the wholesale segment, the domestic wholesale
index contracted by 5.1 percent year over year in Q3,
primarily due to a decline in the sales volumes of
petroleum and petroleum products, telecommunications, and computers and electronic components.
The foreign wholesale index grew a tepid 0.8 percent. Retail trade sales volumes rose 1.0 percent in
Q3 because of a 29.0 percent increase in the volume

An economic slowdown due to external factors,
such as weak global demand and competition from
neighboring countries in low-value-addition sectors,
as well as internal structural challenges, such as an
aging population, are the primary reasons behind
Singapore’s plans to restructure and retool the economy. Technology, innovation, and skill development
are the tools being used to build Singapore’s future
economy, but obstacles lie on the route to sustained
prosperity.
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Figure 2. Weak productivity growth is a challenge to the economy of the future
Percent
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High-growth clusters
at the helm

conducted by Dell and IHS Economics that looked
at human capital, infrastructure, and commerce,
Singapore was identified as the most future-ready
economy in the Asia-Pacific region.6

Singapore has identified five growth clusters that
are likely to drive the city-state’s economy of the
future. These future-growth clusters are advanced
manufacturing, applied health sciences, smart and
sustainable urban solutions, logistics and aerospace,
and Asian and global financial services. Unlike earlier plans for economic growth, which identified
target sectors such as the electronics sector or the
biomedical sector, these clusters are sector-agnostic and are areas in which Singapore already has a
foothold. For instance, in the smart and sustainable
urban solutions cluster, Singapore became the first
country in the world to introduce driverless taxis for
public use.4 Furthermore, Singapore is on its way to
becoming one of the world’s first smart city—toward
this goal, data collected from sensors and cameras
across the city-state are to be aggregated on a 3D
platform called Virtual Singapore, which will allow
urban planners and researchers to run simulations
and offer real-time solutions.5 Similarly, in the
Asian and global financial services cluster, Singapore is already a dominant player. In fact, in a study

Singapore’s strategy to innovate its way to growth in
the future is supported by investment in human capital through skill development and life-long learning
initiatives such as the SkillsFuture program (Budget
2015) as well as support for Singapore’s SMEs (budget 2016). As a result of the transition to new sources
of growth that are rooted in Singapore’s existing domestic capabilities and human capital, economists
will likely be increasingly concerned about what Singaporean enterprises are producing—gross national
product (GNP) is therefore likely to be of increasing
interest in addition to GDP.7
The approach of innovation and skill development
for future growth is not without challenges. The
immediate one is weak productivity growth. Productivity gains, stemming from deep skills and expertise,
rather than a larger workforce is Singapore’s strategy
for generating sustainable future growth. However,
productivity growth has been lackluster—value
added per worker declined year over year in 2014
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Figure 3. Singapore's old-age support ratio continues to fall, thereby increasing the
burden on the working-age population
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Figure 4. Trade as a percentage of GDP has fallen since 2008
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strong recovery by hampering the growth of global
value chains. For instance, the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), a trade deal between the United States
and 11 Pacific Rim nations, including Singapore,
will not become a reality without US support. Even
though the TPP was projected to add just 2.0 percent
to Singapore’s GDP by 2025, it would have likely increased Singapore’s importance as a trade hub.17

and 2015, and has slowed through 2016 despite the
effect of a weak base.8 Output per employed person
has also been stagnant (figure 2).9 This connects to
another challenge that is likely to take center stage
in the coming decade—a rapidly aging population.
Singapore’s old-age support ratio—the number of
working-age residents (20 to 64) per elderly person
(65 years and above)—has fallen from 9.0 in 2000
to 5.4 in 2016 (figure 3).10 A low fertility rate—lower
than the required replacement rate—implies a further deterioration of this ratio and a greater strain
on the working-age population. By 2030, it is possible that for every two working-age people, there
will be one senior citizen.11 If productivity gains do
not pick up pace and if skilled migration does not
contribute to both productivity gains and population
growth, then the transition to the future economy is
likely to slow down.

Trade as a percentage of GDP in Singapore has fallen
from a high of 440 percent in 2008 to 326 percent
in 2015 (figure 4).18 Non-oil domestic exports have
been in decline for the last three years and are likely
to decline in 2016 as well (figure 5). All of this has
implications for Singapore and its long-term strategy for SMEs. Weak investment activity abroad,
coupled with protectionism, implies that Singapore’s SMEs will find it difficult to build and expand
forward and backward trade linkages. This is likely
to have a direct impact on Singapore’s strategy for
future growth.

Weak global trade and
potential protectionism

The outlook for policy
and growth

Other challenges to Singapore’s plans for building a
future economy are external. Though the focus is on
enhancing the role domestic Singaporean firms play
in the economy, internationalization of Singapore’s
enterprises and capabilities continues to be a critical
factor for success. Studies show that the degree of
internationalization positively impacts the performance of SMEs.12 Today, more than 50 percent of
Singapore’s SMEs have overseas revenue.13 However, global economic growth and global trade growth
have been weak. The World Trade Organization cut
its forecast for world trade growth to just 1.7 percent
in 2016, implying that world trade will grow slower
than world GDP for the first time in 15 years.14 In
fact, global GDP growth is forecast to be 3.1 percent
in 2016, the slowest rate of growth since 2010.15 The
International Monetary Fund, in its October 2016
“World economic outlook,” explains that much of
the slowdown in global trade since 2012—as much
as three-fourths of the overall slowdown—is due to
weak global economic activity, primarily in terms
of investment.16 However, other factors exacerbate
the problem—China’s slowdown continues to be a
drag on global trade, and the rising threat of protectionism and anti-globalization is likely to restrict a

Fiscal policy in Singapore is likely to remain expansionary over the short to medium term. The increase
in planned budgetary expenditure in 2016 is 7.3 percent over the previous year.19 This is likely to result
in Singapore’s largest primary deficit in history.
However, increased government spending is covered
by the inclusion of Temasek Holdings in Singapore’s
National Investment Returns (NIR) framework.
Temasek, a state-owned investment fund joins the
Government of Singapore Investment Corporation
(GIC, another state-owned investment fund) and
the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) as part
of the NIR framework. The NIR framework, implemented in 2009, allows the government to spend up
to 50 percent of expected long-term real returns on
the net assets managed by Temasek, the GIC, and
MAS. Government spending on infrastructure development and human capital development is likely
to continue over the short to medium term.
At its monetary policy meeting in October 2016, the
MAS decided to stick to its stance of zero appreciation in the nominal effective exchange rate of the
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Figure 5. Non-oil domestic exports have been stagnant after the global ﬁnancial crisis
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median income household in Singapore was 34.0
percent in 2015, much higher than 10.0 percent in
the United States during the same period.21 Most of
Singapore’s debt servicing is tied to mortgages for
housing. A tightening of financial conditions and a
cooling housing market will likely increase the debt
burden for Singaporean households and, in turn,
impact consumer spending and economic growth.

Singapore dollar against a trade-weighted basket
of currencies. This is likely to continue in the near
term in order to prop up export-oriented industries
in the face of an economic slowdown in China and
weak growth in the United States. In fact, further
monetary policy easing is a possibility when the
MAS meets in April 2017. Additionally, rising treasury yields in the United States and a likely hike
in the federal funds rate in December are likely to
increase interest rates in Singapore. Rising interest
rates would likely overlap weak inflationary pressure—the MAS core consumer price index (CPI)
remains below 1.0 percent as of Q3, and headline
CPI remains in deflationary territory for the eighth
straight quarter.20 Household debt burdens also remain relatively high—the debt service ratio for the

The growth outlook for Singapore remains soft. The
Ministry of Trade and Industry announced that it expects Singapore to grow by just 1.0 to 1.5 percent in
2016.22 Growth in 2017 is also likely to remain tepid.
Much will depend on how Singapore addresses its
internal challenges to constructing a future economy. Global developments related to trade will likely
shape how external challenges play out.
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South Korea’s GDP has grown in the last quarter, driven mainly by
fixed asset investment, most of which came from residential construction. Business investment, on the other hand, faces several domestic
and external challenges

South Korea
Business investment faces roadblocks
By Dr. Ira Kalish

I

South Korean business sector. Another major one is
the bankruptcy of Hanjin Shipping, one of the country’s largest container shipping companies. This is
causing a big negative spillover impact on global
trade. It is estimated that ships belonging to Hanjin,
which are sitting idle, now contain about $14 billion
in merchandise that is not getting delivered.1 The
problems of Hanjin and other top global container
shippers, which reflect global excess capacity, are
creating a significant challenge for shipbuilders,
including those of South Korea. Thus the restructuring currently taking place in the shipbuilding
industry could hamper overall business investment
in the near future. Political scandal, which has led
to calls for the president’s resignation or impeachment, might have a negative impact on business
sentiment. Resolution of the political crisis would
probably be helpful to investment.

N the third quarter of 2016, strong growth of exports and fixed asset investment drove the overall
growth of the South Korean economy. Real GDP
was up a strong 0.7 percent from the second to the
third quarter, with exports up 0.8 percent and fixed
asset investment up 2.0 percent. Much of the investment growth was driven by residential construction
rather than business investment. This might not be
sustained going forward, especially given the high
level of consumer indebtedness. Indeed, household
debt in South Korea is a higher share of GDP than
in the United States, United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, or France. It is currently about 77 percent
of GDP.
Moreover, business investment faces a number of
challenges. The recall of the Samsung Note 7 smartphone, which has hurt exports and shaken business
confidence, is but one of several challenges for the
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rising external debt. Plus, the central bank’s reserves are substantial, at more than $375 billion.
This means that the country is well positioned to
withstand any kind of external shock. That was not
the case in 1997. Interestingly, South Korea has a
better sovereign credit rating than neighboring Japan. This reflects the fact that, unlike Japan, South
Korea’s debt level is not regarded as excessive.

On the export side, the troubles in the telecom sector hurt export growth in October and could, consequently, hurt economic growth in the fourth quarter.
In dollar terms, exports fell 3.2 percent in October
versus a year earlier. Exports have also faced the
challenge of weak demand in China, weak Chinese
exports (which are dependent on a large volume of
imported Korean components), and the weakness of
the Japanese yen, which has allowed Japanese manufacturers to boost their competitiveness in relation
to South Korea. In addition, Korean exporters might
be worried about the rising protectionist sentiment
in the United States and Europe.

Perhaps the biggest long-term challenge facing
South Korea’s economy is the necessity to restructure multiple industries that have come under intense pressure. These include shipbuilding, steel,
and petrochemicals. All of these industries face excess capacity and intense foreign competition. The
government is now providing substantial financial
support to the shipbuilding industry and providing tax cuts and other forms of support to other industries. It is helping them manage the process of
cutting excess capacity. The government’s finance
minister said, “The government doesn’t plan to delay corporate restructuring that is needed right now
and will focus on proceeding with turnaround plans
to help companies become more competitive in the
global market.”2 The competitiveness of Korean
industry is a major concern. In a recent survey by
the Korean International Trade Association (KITA),
only about a third of corporate respondents said
that their products have a competitive advantage
in the marketplace.3 The rest said that their products either have no advantage or are at a disadvantage competitively. Given that exports account for
roughly half of GDP, this constitutes a significant
problem. On the other hand, the perception of inadequate competitiveness might compel companies to
invest more in innovation.

Challenges
Observers of South Korea are worried about a variety of factors that could undermine growth and stability in the coming year. These include high household debt, competitive pressures from China and
Japan, protectionism in the United States, a potential tightening of US monetary policy, instability in
North Korea, and political paralysis in South Korea
due to the current scandal. Indeed, South Korea’s
need for help from the International Monetary Fund
in 1997 is on the minds of some analysts. Yet there
are substantial differences between now and then.
On the positive side for the economy, the South Korean government runs a large budget surplus and
has minimal overall debt. This gives the government
wiggle room to assist the economy through fiscal
stimulus in the event of economic deceleration. In
addition, the country has a large external surplus.
This gives the country plenty of room to stimulate
domestic demand without being concerned about
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